The Indian Child Welfare Act
Crying for help from technology

*During the Morongo ICWA Conference on 10/21/2009 and 10/22/2009,
Kevin Hughes had an impromptu opportunity to present Ayazuta
This PDF contains the slides from that presentation
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Content
• Some of ICWA’s main problems with Noticing
• Variable, and in some cases, poor compliance
• Social Worker time consumed in paperwork

• Variable quality of contact information
• Incomplete mapping of historical to Federal Tribes
• Variable relationship between Tribes, States and Counties

• All of these issues work against the best interests of the child
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Business Problem
The process of notification, as is:
Difficult or impossible to be compliant
–

Heavily paper based

–

Poor audit trail

Largely manual

The process needs to be:
Compliant and Self Auditing
–

Meeting Court and Tribe reporting
requirements

Supportive of the Case and Social Worker

–

Few if any supportive systems at a State
or County level

–

All available information in one place and
easy to use

–

Time consuming, expensive, and fraught
with the potential for error

–

Fully Automated, with a target production
time of 10 minutes

–

8 hours average to produce notices for 1
hearing

–

Fast, accurate, repeatable, with little
potential for error

Not supported by Federal Government
–

Poor Federal to Historical Tribe mapping

–

Poor maintenance of contact information

Generates distrust between States,
Counties and Tribes
–

Poor Federal to Historical Tribe mapping

–

Poor maintenance of contact information
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Nationally Available, up to Date Data
–

Maintained Federal Tribes to Historical Tribes
and keyword mapping

–

6 Month review cycle

Trust based on Verification
–

Statistics, Process measurement
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Introducing Ayazuta
•

A fully functional ICWA noticing system
–

–

–

Allows the storage of the relevant information
•

Tribal Claims related to a child

•

Investigation information

•

Tribal contact information (Historical and Federally recognized)

•

Notification information including responses

•

Notification/Response audit trails

Automated production of notifications
•

Up to date Judicial Council forms from all customer states

•

Relating claims of historical tribal membership to appropriate federally recognized tribes and all
contact details (multiple addresses)

•

Automated production of notices

•

Automated update of responses from Tribes

Nationwide Coverage
•

Updates of contact information from all entities
–

•

–

Independently researched, validated

Automated tribal contact database updates

Tribal integration
•
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Working with Tribes to improve the noticing and communication process
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Compliance
•

Problem – Variable, and in some cases, poor compliance

•

Ayazuta Solution – Full audit trail of all activities, changes and Notices
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Social Worker Time
•

Problem – Social Services time consumed in paperwork

•

Ayazuta Solution – Automated Noticing, more time to concentrate on the Outcome
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Quality of Contact Data
•

Problem – Keeping Tribal contact data up to date and available

•

Ayazuta Solution – Continuous review with tribes, feedback loop with users,
information available on the internet 24/7
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Historical to Federal
Tribe Mapping
•

Problem – Poor mapping of Historical to Federal Tribes

•

Ayazuta Solution – Public and free mapping of Historical Tribes and Keywords to
Federally recognized Tribes, available on the internet 24/7
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Relationship Between
Tribes, States and Counties
•

Problem – Variable relationships

•

Ayazuta Solution – Collaborative implementation of a structured solution increases
trust
Child
- Benefits from more accurate Noticing
- Has a higher probability of being
recognized
by his tribe
- Has a higher probability of being dealt with
in a culturally sensitive way

Federally Recognized Tribe

Court
- Receives compliant Notice audit trail
- Potential for Court noticing
- Fewer notice based Appeals

Social / Case Worker
- Enters Case Informaion
- Investigates Heritage Claims
- Enters Results of investigation
- Retrieves/Updates hearing details
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- Retains ICWA Case Information
- Maintains map of Federal to Historical Tribes
- Maintains up to date ICWA related Forms
- Prompts Noticing and Hearings
- Produces Declarations and Notices
- Stores responses to Notices and Investigation
- Produces an Audit Trail of Notices and all changes
- Keeps Federal Tribal Information Current
- Reduces costs at every stage of an ICWA enquiry
- Reduces tribal workload

- Responds to Investigations
- Responds to Hearing Notices
- Tribe may claim juresdiction

Bureau of Indian Affairs
- Updates Federally recognized
Tribal List
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Introducing Ayazuta
– Cost and Social Benefits
•

•

Cost Benefits
–

Reduced cost of maintaining Federal to Historical tribal mapping

–

Fewer Case and Social Worker hours in Noticing, Administration and Hearing
Preparation.

–

Reduced hours preparing for Appeals

–

Reduced cost of Notice production, USPS confirmations

–

More effective tracking and responses from tribes, reduces the time associated with
invalid claims

Social Benefits
–

Better handling of the child’s welfare through more accurate noticing

–

Indian Heritage children are more likely to be recognized

–

Faster recognition of the need for culturally appropriate services

–

Better relationships between Tribes, States and Counties
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Current Status

•

•

Tribal database is built and usable now
–

Containing Historical Tribes Names, Keywords, and Federal Tribes Names and Contact
addresses from the 2009 BIA list and California DSS 2008 List

–

Validation Process has started, all Tribes contact information will be validated every 6
months.

–

Early returns show that there is significant scope for improvement in the contact data

Community driven approach to development
–

•

Including all parties in the design and development of the system, Tribes, Courts,
Social Services, Support Groups

Looking for interested organizations who want to be involved
•

In Design, Development and Implementation

•

Great reaction from All interested parties including Tribal Support Groups, DSS

•

Plan for system to be completed and rolled out to initial customer Q1/Q2, 2010
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Ayazuta Future
•

•

Capabilities to support
•

Phase 1 – Tribal Contacts Database

•

Phase 2 – Automated Noticing
•

Demo produced to drive the design

•

Getting the system delivered

•

Tribal ICWA worker access

•

Phase 3 – “Active Efforts” support

•

Phase 4 – Placement Preferences

Technology to support
•

Print production and distribution of notices

•

Digital confirmations and responses to digital Notifications

•

Integration with Case Management Systems

•

Closer integration with Bureau of Indian Affairs

•

Closer Integration with Tribes

•

Incrementally reduced cost of ICWA compliance
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Thank You
•

•

•

Visit the site
–

www.ayazuta.com

–

Use the Tribal Mapping and ICWA Contacts service

–

Give us feedback

Get in touch
–

Kevin Hughes, Principal, H7 interactive, LLC (310) 403 5565

–

Adam Freid, Business development, H7 interactive, LLC (805) 807 5361

–

Heather Zenone, Policy Director, Indian Dispute Resolution Services, Cal-ICWA

Ayazuta – Automated ICWA Compliance
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